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For iPhone, iPod, iPod touch, Mac and Windows users, this book details and simplifies the best use of your iPhone features.  This Second Edition brings back the popular iPhone Superguide, updated for iPhone, iPhone 3G, and iPod touch.

 

Our experts share how to master hidden features easily, connect to nearby wireless networks, and keep your data protected. 


Take advantage of insider tips for communicating using the phone, e-mail, text messages and instant message.


Expand your iPhone capabilities with our picks of best third party apps from the Apple App Store. 


And troubleshooting advice is indispensable with tips for solving annoying hiccups. 

Plus navigate your media files, iTunes smart playlists, and enjoy the iPod hiding inside your iPhone. 


 Get the most out of your device with this Second Edition iPhone Superguide.
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Sams Teach Yourself ADO.NET in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
ADO.NET is the data access model built into the .NET Framework. It replaces the old (and largely successful) ADO used in almost all Visual Basic and ASP applications built over the last few years. ADO.NET enables an application to communicate with any OLE database source (including Oracle, Sybase, Microsoft Access, and even text files).  This...
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Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Calculus, 2nd EditionAlpha, 2006

	Cast off the curse of calculus!

	

	Students no longer have anything to fear: The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Calculus, Second Edition, is here. Like its predecessor, it was created with an audience of students working toward a non-science related degree in mind. A non-intimidating,...
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Introduction to Real AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This text provides the fundamental concepts and techniques of real analysis for students in all of these areas. It helps one develop the ability to think deductively, analyse mathematical situations and extend ideas to a new context. Like the first three editions, this edition maintains the same spirit and user-friendly approach with addition...
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Evidence-Based Procedural DermatologySpringer, 2019

	
		This book compiles the best evidence in procedural dermatology, including skin cancer surgery, laser techniques, minimally invasive cosmetic surgery, and emerging techniques. Building on the highly successful first edition, this volume provides much expanded coverage of a range of topics.  The best information is provided to...
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Pro Drupal Development, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2008
Widely praised for its in–depth coverage of Drupal internals, bestselling Pro Drupal Development has been completely updated for Drupal 6 in this latest edition, and there are even more tricks of the trade to help you further yourself as a professional Drupal developer.
Assuming you already know how to install and bring a...
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